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Abstract

In this paper we present a model and an adaptation
architecture for context-aware multimodal documents. A
compound virtual document describes the different ways in
which multimodal information can be structured and pre-
sented. Physical features are associated to media instances,
while properties describe the context. Concrete documents
are instantiated from virtual documents by selecting and
synchronizing proper media instances based on the user
context: the situation, the environment, the device and the
available communication resources. The relations between
the context features and the media properties are described
by a rule based system.

1. Introduction

The growth of information service providers and a wide
spread of features in network performance (e.g., Ethernet,
Wi-Fi, GPRS), in user devices (e.g., desktop, notebook,
PDA, smart phone), in user context (e.g., location, profile
and environment variants), and in user interfaces (e.g., vi-
sual, auditory and embedded interfaces) make compelling
demand of models and systems for documents able to adapt
themselves to the user environment.

In this paper we present a model and an adaptation archi-
tecture for designing and instantiating context-aware multi-
modal documents, considering in a unified way media fea-
tures, device, user and environment properties, through a
rule-based definition of the relationships between the con-
text and the document components.

Adaptation is tightly related to context-awareness, and
sometimes the two terms are used as synonyms. However,
they denote two distinct concepts. In the document domain1

adaptationmeans the ability to provide different versions
or different presentations of a document in order to suite

1 Adaptation and context-awareness are also emerging features of appli-
cations and services.

the needs of a user or the features of a device;context-
awarenessmeans the capability of perceiving the user sit-
uation in its many aspects, and of adapting to it the docu-
ment content and presentation.

Adaptation is the ultimate outcome of context-
awareness, which is able to drive it without explicit
user tuning operations. In the human-computing inter-
action (HCI) area, a further distinction is made between
adaptable and adaptive systems [5]: in adaptable sys-
tems the user chooses among different behaviors, while
adaptive systems provide automatic modification of the be-
havior according to the user needs.

Context-awareness goal’s is therefore the design of adap-
tive, rather than adaptable systems. However, in other fields,
such as in the software engineering community, the term
adaptableis used more frequently to cover both meanings,
and we shall use it in this paper.

Adaptable documents are characterized by being multi-
media, multichannel and multimodal. In the scope of this
paper we’ll assume the following meaning for such terms:

• a multimediadocument is a time-varying document
(sometimes called amultimedia presentation) contain-
ing several synchronized media items, with different
degrees of user control, from simple VCR style com-
mands up to hypermedia navigation;

• amultichanneldocument can be delivered, in different
formats and with different content versions, through
different communication channels and different pre-
sentation devices, such as wide band or GPRS net-
works, for desktop screens or portable phone displays;

• a multimodal document content belongs to several
communication codes, and is perceived by a human
with different senses, in parallel or in alternative, such
as vision, audio and touch (e.g., vibration).

The three properties above usually co-exist, at some ex-
tent: a multimodal document has a multimedia content,
and is also multichannel since the different communication
codes are delivered through different channels. In the fol-



lowing we’ll use the termmultimodal documentto subsume
also the multimedia and multichannel properties.

2. Related Work

A lot of work has been done in recent years in the area
of adaptation and context-awareness. The term context is
mainly associated to the concept of location, but is far
richer, as underlined by several works [7, 14, 15]. The con-
text is defined by Dey as“any information that can be used
to characterize the situation of an entity. An entity is a per-
son, place or object that is considered relevant to the in-
teraction between a user and an application”[4]. Such in-
formation includes several facets, related to the user situ-
ation (location, time and mobility, profile), to the environ-
ment (indoor/outdoor, light/darkness, sound/silence), to the
communication (wide/narrow band, plugged/wireless, con-
tinuous/discontinuous), to the device (screen size and reso-
lution, audio fidelity, input devices, user attention), etc.

Adaptation has been studied in domains like mobile
computing, Web applications, user interfaces and hyperme-
dia [1, 3, 10, 16]. Proposals exist for automatic adaptation of
multimedia documents, even if they are limited to some as-
pects and do not involve the whole process of document de-
sign and delivery. In most cases, adaptation is bound to de-
vice and resource analysis.

In [20] a temporal model for multimedia presentations
is discussed, which adapt themselves to a context is de-
scribed in terms of network bandwidth, device and available
resources; the presentation behavior can vary within speci-
fied limits.

Euzenat et al. [8] discuss how to constrain the temporal
aspects of a multimedia document to device and network re-
sources, by introducing a notion of semantics upon which
two different concepts of adaptation (preserving or not all
the properties of the original document) are defined.

A general framework for adapting XML documents to
the device and to the user preferences is presented in [17,
18], based on the separation of the document content from
the presentation with a suitable DTD, and on the transfor-
mations supported by an XSLT processor.

In [11, 12] a device independent model based on the Uni-
versal Profiling Schema (UPS) is defined in order to achieve
automatic adaptation of the content based on its semantic
and on the capabilities of the target device.

All the cited works approach the problem of context-
aware adaptation of complex documents along selected di-
rections, which are analyzed with a narrow focus. Our point
of view is more comprehensive and closer to the one of HCI,
where the ultimate goal of context-awareness is to allow a
user to receive information with content and presentation
suitable for the situation in which he/she is, spending an ad-
equate interaction effort [19].

3. Document design

Adaptable document design concerns both the document
structure and the adaptation parameters. Three different de-
scriptions must be provided:

• the static architecture, defining the structure of the doc-
ument’s content;

• the dynamic architecture, describing the media behav-
ior in time and in response to user interaction;

• the context dependencies, linking the document com-
ponents to the context dimensions, thus allowing the
document management system to deliver the proper
combination of media, content and presentation.

Several document models provide the foundations for the
above issues. We ground our presentation on a multimedia
document model we have defined in a previous work [6] and
used in several application contexts, which is here briefly
surveyed and extended to consider adaptation. The discus-
sion, however, applies also to other multimedia document
models with minor changes.

3.1. Static architecture

A multimodal document is a collection of media items,
which can beatomic or composite. An atomic item is a
self contained chunk of information, materialized in a me-
dia file. Continuous media(audio and video) have a tem-
poral behavior, therefore they can act as triggers in the dy-
namic architecture.Static media(text and images) can be
constrained to follow the dynamic behavior of continuous
media. Acompositeitem is a collection of items which has
observable dynamic properties as a whole. Composite items
can contain other composite items in a hierarchical schema.
The document itself is a composite, and can be used to build
more complex documents.

Since an adaptable document can be delivered in differ-
ent contexts and can be played with different modalities on
different devices, generally we need to define more compo-
nent items than effectively used in each context.

3.2. Dynamic architecture

Temporal constraints define the dynamic behavior of
the multimodal document. The model we have defined de-
scribes the synchronization relationships among the docu-
ment components in an event-based fashion.

A small number of synchronization relations define me-
dia object reactions to starting and ending of continuous me-
dia items which rule the presentation timing, and to user ac-
tions on media. In order to settle a simple background for
the discussion of context-awareness, we limit our discus-
sion to the basic behavior of the two relations describing
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Figure 1. The graphical symbols used to rep-
resent synchronized multimedia documents.

parallel and sequential execution of media items. The forth-
coming discussion therefore can be applied as well to doc-
uments described by other models like, e.g., SMIL, even if
some differences exist [6] which are not relevant in the con-
text of this paper.

The parallel composition of media itemsa andb is de-
scribed by the relation“a plays with b”, symbolically writ-
ten a ⇔ b: if a or b is activated by the user or by some
event, the two items play together. Itema acts as a “mas-
ter” in this relation, since its termination forces the termina-
tion of b.

The sequential composition of media itemsa andb is de-
scribed by the relation“a activates b”, symbolically writ-
tena ⇒ b: when objecta ends, objectb begins playing.

Since static media have no timing properties, they can-
not be sources in the above relations, and their actual du-
ration is ruled by synchronizing them with continuous me-
dia. Two special items, thetimer and thebutton, are defined
to give them a dynamic behavior independent from other
media: a timer is a continuous media item with a prede-
fined time length, while a button is a continuous media item
which ends when the user activates it, e.g., with a mouse
click.

Finally, composite items can be source and destination
of synchronization relationships; in particular, a composite
item ends when all the contained media end.

Figure 1 summarizes the symbology used for represent-

ing the components of a multimodal documents.

3.3. Context constraints

Context constraints describe how media items are se-
lected for building an instance of a multimodal document.
A set of features is associated to each component, which
describes the media requirements for delivery and presen-
tation. Similarly, the context is described by a set of prop-
erties concerning the device, the network, the user and the
environment. The compatibility between the context prop-
erties and the media features is defined by a rule system,
whose evaluation makes suitable media to be identified for
adapting the document to the context.

Due to context variants, an item can be defined as manda-
tory or optional, and can be context-independent, context-
dependent or context-selectable; these terms will be dis-
cussed in Section 5.

4. A case study

As a case study we analyze a document concerning a me-
teorological forecast. Even if it is a very simple document,
it can be adapted to several situations with non trivial vari-
ants in content, structure and presentation.

The document is divided in two parts, a description of the
current meteorological situation, and the forecast for the fol-
lowing hours. The two parts are delivered and presented to
the user in sequence.

We consider five situations involving different environ-
ments and devices:

(a) a normal computer in a home or office environment;

(b) a computer as above, but without audio capability, e.g.,
because the environment requires silence and no per-
sonal audio device is available2;

(c) a PDA provided with a wireless connection with lim-
ited bandwidth;

(d) a cellular phone able to receive only audio and short
text messages, receiving an audio message;

(e) the same cellular phone receiving a series of SMSs.

Figure 2 illustrates five different versions of the meteo-
rological forcast document, adapted to the situations (a)–(e)
above. Each version is adapted in content (short/long de-
scriptions, large/small images), media (video animations,
images, audio, text), user device (a desktop computer, a
PDA, a cellular phone), and situation (silence). The cases
we discuss and the related documents are therefore signifi-
cantly different.

2 Some situations are biased to the discussion of adaptiveness and
context-awareness problems within the space of this paper, therefore
they may appear someway artificial with respect to real cases.
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Figure 2. Different adaptations of a meteoro-
logical forecast document.

Other adaptations concerning the presentation language
and the physical media formats could contribute to tuning
the document content and format to the user needs, to the
communication infrastructure and to the device capabilities,
but the differences are less relevant.

In the five situations above, five different documents
should be issued:

(a) A multimedia document with full audio and animated
video. An animated satellite view loops as long as an
audio describes the current situation; when audio ends,
a forecast map is displayed and described by another
audio comment. The synchronization is based on the
time length of the audio. At the end of the forecast au-
dio comment the whole document ends.

(b) In absence of audio capabilities, comments must dis-
played as texts. The document is therefore suitable for

silent environments. In this case the synchronization
structure of the document cannot be based on media
timing properties: in fact, the text has no defined time
length (in our model it is infinite), and the length of
the animation cannot be used as a timer, because the
user needs to read the whole message at his/her pace.
Therefore the synchronization must be based on the
user interaction, through a button pressed when the
user has finished reading the text, which terminates
the text display also. The user therefore manually ad-
vances to the second part, where the forecast is pre-
sented as in case (a).

(c) In the PDA version, due to the hypothetic limited ca-
pabilities of the PDA and of the network, the anima-
tion is replaced by a small image; the forecast map of
the second part of the document is also a small im-
age, hence different from cases (a) and (b). As in case
(b), the user controls the timing by advancing manu-
ally from the first part of the document to the second.

(d) An audio only document can be delivered to a cellu-
lar phone as a sequence of two messages. The split-
ting in two parts is functional to having the same over-
all structure for the whole document, which is impor-
tant at design time. At delivery time the distinction is
less evident.

(e) This text-only version is designed for being delivered
to a cellular phone as a sequence of two short mes-
sages (SMS). The user advances from the first mes-
sage to the second with an explicit request.

5. Adaptation design

The five variants described in previous section can be de-
signed as a unique compound document (calledvirtual doc-
ument) whose components are selectively instantiated un-
der different contexts, leading to adapted documents which
differ in structure, content and presentation. Each compo-
nent is tagged by features that can be related to the context
in which the document is delivered. In Figure 3 a pictorial
symbolic representation of the meteorological forecast doc-
ument is shown. Letters in grey circles identify which are
the relevant cases of Figure 2 to which each media item ap-
plies. How they are specified is described in the following
of this section and in the next one.

An adaptable multimodal document is avirtual docu-
ment, made ofvirtual components, according to a structure
which is independent from the context at macroscopic level,
but may depend on it in its details. Each virtual component
is a collection of composite and atomic media items whose
features allow the adaptation system to select the proper
ones as a function of the context. The instantiation of a vir-
tual document into aconcrete documentconsists in the iden-
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Figure 3. An adaptable meteorological forecast document.

tification of the document virtual components and, for each
of them, in the selection of the properinstancescompati-
ble with the given context.

In order to make a translation from a virtual to a concrete
document, three descriptions must be given:

• how to characterize the different variants, i.e., how to
describe the features of the component media items;

• how to characterize the context;

• how to identify, for each context, the correct or rele-
vant variant.

Virtual documents are described as XML documents
conforming to a schema which defines both the static and
the dynamic structure of the documents. The XML schema
for context-aware documents extends the one we have de-
fined for multimedia documents. The XML document is
made of three sections: the<layout> section contains the
definition of thechannelsused by the media objects, e.g.,
the position and size on the screen of the visual components,
the <components> section describes the media and the
static structure of the document, and the<relationships>

section contains the temporal constraints between the me-
dia items. The most relevant section for the focus of this pa-
per is thecomponentssection that describes the virtual com-
ponents of the document and their instances.

A virtual component is defined by the tag
<vcomponent> and encloses a list of items with dif-
ferent features, which apply to different contexts. In Fig-
ure 3 virtual components are denoted by dashed frames
which enclose the composite and atomic media sub-
ject to context dependence. Synchronization relation-
ships are established between the virtual components, and

will be inherited by the concrete instances during the adap-
tation process.

A virtual component of an adaptable multimodal docu-
ment can be mandatory or optional, according to its role in
the document semantics. This property is expressed by the
attributeoptional. A mandatory component must always be
present in the instantiated document for any context; if it is
missing, the document isincompleteand cannot be deliv-
ered. An optional component can be instantiated and deliv-
ered or not, according to its compatibility with the specific
context attributes during the concrete document instantia-
tion. Its absence does not prevent the document from being
understandable. E.g., in Figure 3 the upper virtual compo-
nents are mandatory, while the lower ones are optional, be-
cause they are not instantiated in cases (d) and (e).

Media features are not described in the XML document.
They are associated to media in a media repository, as de-
scribed in Section 6.

Generally speaking, media items arecontext-dependent,
since they exists in several instances for the different con-
texts, selected at document instantiation time. Some media,
however, could becontext-independent, i.e., they could ap-
pear in any instance of a virtual document, either because
their properties are compatible with any context, or because
the virtual document specifies no alternatives.

Finally, in some cases several media items, instances of
a same virtual media, could be compatible with the same
context. We call themcontext-selectableitems. E.g., texts
at several degrees of detail and images with several resolu-
tion and size values are in principle compatible with con-
texts whose equipment has large display capabilities. In this
case the user could be asked (but this solution is not op-
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timal from the interaction point of view), or some intelli-
gence could be put in the system in order to make a “good”
choice. A wide range of approaches, from simple priority
schemas up to intelligent agents, could give support to this
issue, but we do not discuss them here for space reasons.

6. Context-awareness design

Figure 4 shows the proposed architecture of a context-
aware document adaptation system, which is implemented
in a demonstration prototype written in Java and Prolog.

A media repositoryholds the instances of all the media
items; as we have anticipated in previous section, media fea-
tures are also contained in the repository.

The context is represented by a set of context proper-
ties. Several formalisms can be used for describing media
and context properties, which are in principle equivalent as
long as they can describe in a correct and complete way
the relevant features and their values. The W3C CC/PP pro-
posal [9] is a standard which allows designers to describe in
an extensible way the context and media features in a sim-
ple structured attribute/value fashion. Other formalism may
be used as well, e.g., based on MPEG 7 or on logic asser-
tions. For example, Ranganathan et al. [13] propose a con-
text model based on first order logic predicate calculus. We
do not elaborate on this issue here, noting that they should
be considered semantically equivalent, and that translations
are possible among them.

The association between the context properties and the
media features is managed by aresolver, a rule-based sys-
tem (RBS) which defines how media can be used in dif-
ferent contexts: given the set of features of the media con-

tained in a virtual document and the set of context proper-
ties, it is able to select the media items that are compatible
with that context.

The list of selected media items is used by the system
to instantiate aconcrete document, which contains only the
compatible media, correctly structured. Thelayout andre-
lationshipssections of the XML virtual document are pro-
cessed according to the media items that survive the adap-
tation process. Without entering into too much detail, it is
sufficient to say that in thelayoutsection only the channels
used by the selected media are retained, while in therela-
tionshipssection only the temporal relations which connect
components that have been instantiated are retained.

The resolver is implemented with a Prolog engine, there-
fore media features and context properties should be trans-
lated into Prolog predicates if they are expressed in other
formalisms. In the current version of the prototype, since
we are focused on the adaptation process rather than in me-
dia description, context properties and media features are
expressed as logical assertions. Figure 5 shows a sample of
media features, device properties and adaptation rules re-
ferred to the example document so far illustrated, with mi-
nor details omitted (. . .).

The generation of a document instance compatible with
a given context is made in several steps which examine
the different context facets, process the mandatory and op-
tional components, possibly select among different alterna-
tives the “optimal” one, and build the concrete document
structure and its synchronization relationships.

1. Pick up the media items which are compatible with the
user device; e.g., if the device used has not audio ca-
pabilities, the concrete document cannot contain au-
dio files. In Figure 5 the functionadaptvideoshows a
sample of the rules that check if the size and the for-
mat of an image (M) is compatible with the screen size
of the device (D), and its format (F) is among the sup-
ported ones (SF).

2. Select from the list of the retrieved items those com-
patible with the user preferences, e.g., the language.

3. Consider information about environment. This step
can be considered a refinement of the selection made
on the device: e.g., if the user is in a library or in a room
which requires silence, audio files cannot be delivered
unless the device is provided with headsets (function
adaptenvof Figure 5).

At the end of this step the list of media compatible with
the context is built. The following steps examine the docu-
ment static architecture in order to instantiate a correct and
complete concrete document.

4. For each mandatory virtual component, check that at
least one instance exists for the specified context; oth-



Media Features
type(sat-anim, video) format(sat-anim, mpeg1)
type(comment3, audio) format(comment3, mp3)
type(text1, text) format(text1, ascii)
type(smallmap,image) format(smallmap, gif)
screensize(smallmap, 160*120)

Device Features
audio(desktop) audio(pda)
scr size(desktop,1024*768) scrsize(pda,320*240)
supportedformat(desktop,[. . .,mpeg1,gif,ascii,mp3,. . .])
supportedformat(pda,[avi,gif,bmp,ascii,mp3,wav])

Adaptation rules

adaptvideo(D, U, M):-
. . .,
adaptscreen(D, M), type(M,image),
screensize(M,SX,SY), scrsize(D,DX,DY),
SX≤ DX, SY≤ DY.

adaptscreen(D, M) :-
graphicvideo(D,yes),
format(M,F), supportedformat(D,SF), member(F,SF),
. . . .

adaptenv(D, A, M):-
(sound(A,silence) ; sound(A,noisy)), (headset(D,yes),
type(M,audio)).

Figure 5. A sample of media features, device
properties and adaptation rules.

erwise the instantiation fails, i.e., no concrete docu-
ment can be generated for that context.

5. Process the optional virtual components only if at least
one concrete instance exists for the specified context.

6. If context-selectable instances exist, make a further se-
lection through some priority mechanism, intelligent
assistant, heuristic evaluation, or by asking the user3.

As an example of adaptation we consider the meteoro-
logical forecast document introduced in Figure 2 adapted
to a PDA (situation c). We assume the user is in a library
and does not wear headsets. Considering the structure de-
picted in Figure 3, the system first selects the media items
compatible with the PDA device (step 1), i.e., all the text
files, the satellite image (sat-map) and the small forecast
map (smallmap); the animation and the big image are not
selected because they do not fit the size of the PDA screen.
Since the library requires silence and the user has no head-
sets, the system discards the audio comments (step 3).

3 The details are not relevant since the instances are assumed logically
equivalent for that context.

The document obtained so far contains two instances of
context-selectableitems (see Section 5), i.e., the text files,
which must be uniquely selected before playback. A good
choice, driven by an evaluation process which is not de-
scribed here, would picktext1andtext2, which describe the
meteorological situation at a deeper level of details and can
fit the PDA display.

Once the system has retrieved all the compatible media
items, the instantiator builds the XML file of the concrete
document by instantiating the dynamic structure of the pre-
sentation. It retains the synchronization relations between
the virtual media and virtual composites which have pro-
duced concrete instances of their content; the relations are
bound to the concrete media or composites instead of the
virtual ones, generating the final document instance as in
case (c) of Figure 2

7. Discussion

The first three steps of the instantiation process described
in Section 6 select the concrete instances of media items on
the basis of the features of the device of the user (step 1), of
the user preferences (step 2) and of the information about
ambience (step 3). The process does not impose any prior-
ity upon this information, therefore the order in which they
are considered can be changed without affecting the final re-
sult.

However, it may be the case that a concrete instances of
the document does not exist for a particular context, e.g,
only audio files can be used, but the document contains au-
dio items whose format is not supported by the device, or
text items are not available in the language known by the
user. In this case, a set ofrelaxing rules can be defined to
impose priority over the constraints defined in the resolver,
thus introducing a sort oftransgressivecontext adaptation
[8] which allows for the delivery of the document in more
contexts. E.g., constraints about device’s capabilities must
be considered, but information about user preferences and
ambience conditions can be ignored, or can allowed some
tolerances, in order to retrieve a document.

Additional processing could be done during and after
the instantiation of a concrete document, which is not illus-
trated in Figure 4, to optimize the adaptation to mobile envi-
ronments, and to environments with limited resources capa-
bilities. E.g., building the concrete document structure is a
simple task, keeping in the virtual document structure only
the list of concrete media obtained by the resolver. How-
ever, a complex document could be delivered as a whole in
contexts with abundant resources and a fixed environment,
while it could require a progressive delivery of sequential
fragments in limited or varying resource contexts, or where
the user situation can change during a session.



As an example, a user moving in a museum with a
portable device could ask for a detailed description of an
artwork, made of text, audio and images compatible with
the device, which are better delivered in chunks; for each
chunk the resources availability is checked, and the user is
asked to confirm for receiving further information, in or-
der to avoid to be stuck in long downloads. Delivering a
document could therefore require to split it into parts (mod-
ules, sections, etc.) which are instantiated and delivered sep-
arately. Each part is identified by amain componentwhich
is the item which starts the playback of that part. Some is-
sues relevant to this case are discussed in a previous work
by the same authors [2].

8. Conclusion

We have presented a context-aware framework for de-
signing multimodal documents adaptable to different user
and resource situations. Context-awareness results in the
definition (at design time) and selection (at delivery time)
of a set of concrete document components according to a
multimodal document model which associates components
to context information through a rule system.

Among the issues that deserve further investigation, the
consistency of a complex document under different con-
text conditions is of primary importance. For example, in
two different virtual components, each containing several
context-selectable instances, only specific combination of
instances could be meaningful for the user, hence limiting
the number of cases to be examined.

Consistency can be approached by additional rules that
describe mutual consistency relationships, as much as in a
traditional database referential integrity defines mutual con-
straints between database records.
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